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FAY-LIKE IDENTITIES OF TODA LATTICE HIERARCHY
AND ITS DISPERSIONLESS LIMIT
LEE-PENG TEO
Abstract. In this paper, we derive the Fay-like identities of tau func-
tion for the Toda lattice hierarchy from the bilinear identity. We prove
that the Fay-like identities are equivalent to the hierarchy. We also show
that the dispersionless limit of the Fay-like identities are the dispersion-
less Hirota equations of the dispersionless Toda hierarchy.
1. Introduction
The Toda lattice hierarchy was introduced in [13] as a generalization of
Toda lattice (see e.g. [12]). In the paper [13], Ueno and Takasaki developed
the theory along the line of the work of Date, Jimbo, Kashiwara and Miwa [3]
on KP hierarchy. In particular, they proved that there exists a tau function
for the Toda lattice hierarchy that satisfies a bilinear identity, which implies
one can consider KP hierarchy as a special case of Toda lattice hierarchy.
In [9], Takasaki and Takebe considered the dispersionless (quasi-classical)
limit of the Toda lattice hierarchy. Since then, the dispersionless Toda
(dToda) hierarchy has found to appear in a lot of other areas of mathe-
matics and physics, such as the evolution of conformal mappings (see e.g.
[15, 5]), the solution of Dirichlet boundary problem (see e.g. [6]), WDVV
equations (see e.g. [1]), two-dimensional string theory (see e.g. [8]) and nor-
mal random matrix model (see e.g. [14]). One of the ingredients appears in
some of these works is the dispersionless Hirota equations of the tau function
of the dToda hierarchy, first written down in [15], as analogues of the disper-
sionless Hirota equation for dispersionless KP (dKP) hierarchy derived by
Takasaki and Takebe in [10] (see also [2]). In the Appendix of this seminal
paper [10], Takasaki and Takebe derived the differential Fay identity from
the bilinear identity satisfied by the tau function of KP hierarchy. They
showed that the differential Fay identity is equivalent to KP hierarchy, and
its dispersionless limit is what we call dispersionless Hirota equation of dKP
hierarchy nowadays. However, up to date, we haven’t found any derivation
of the dispersionless Hirota equation for dToda hierarchy directly as dis-
persionless limits of equations satisfied by the tau function of Toda lattice
hierarchy. The goal of the present paper to solve this problem.
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In Section 2, we review some basic facts about the Toda lattice hierarchy.
In Section 3, we re-derive the existence of a tau function for Toda lattice
hierarchy along the same line of the proof of existence of tau function for
KP hierarchy in [3]. This section serves as a warm up for later sections.
In Section 4, we derive what we call the Fay-like identities for Toda lattice
hierarchy from the bilinear identity satisfied by the tau function. In Section
5, we prove that the Fay-like identities are equivalent to the Toda lattice
hierarchy. More specifically, a function satisfies the Fay-like identities if and
only if it is a tau function of the Toda lattice hierarchy. Finally, in Section
6, we show that the dispersionless limit of the Fay-like identities give the
dispersionless Hirota equations of dToda hierarchy.
2. Toda Lattice Hierarchy
In this section, we quickly review the necessary facts we need about the
Toda lattice hierarchy [13]. We closely follow the exposition in [10].
Let x = (x1, x2, . . .) and y = (y1, y2, . . .) be two sets of continuous vari-
ables. We denote by s a continuous variable with spacing unit ~. The Lax
formalism of Toda lattice hierarchy is
~
∂L
∂xn
= [Bn, L], ~
∂L
∂yn
= [Cn, L],(2.1)
~
∂K
∂xn
= [Bn,K], ~
∂K
∂yn
= [Cn,K],
where L, K, Bn, Cn are difference operators. L and K
−1 have the form
L =e~∂s +
∞∑
n=0
u+n+1(~, s;x, y)e
−n~∂s ,(2.2)
K−1 =u−0 (~, s;x, y)e
−~∂s +
∞∑
n=0
u−n+1(~, s;x, y)e
n~∂s ,
where the functions u±n (~, s;x, y) are assumed to be regular in ~, i.e., u
±
n (~, s;x, y) =
u±n,0(s;x, y) +O(~) as ~→ 0. Bn, Cn are defined by
Bn = (L
n)≥0, Cn = (K
−n)<0,
where for A =
∑
n∈ZAne
n~∂s a difference operator and S a subset of Z, we
let (A)S =
∑
n∈S Ane
n~∂s .
There exists two dressing operators Wˆ±(~, s;x, y)
Wˆ±(~, s;x, y) =
∞∑
n=0
w±n (~, s;x, y)e
∓n~∂s , w+0 (~, s;x, y) ≡ 1,
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such that
LWˆ+ =Wˆ+e~∂s , KWˆ− = Wˆ−e~∂s ,(2.3)
~
∂Wˆ+
∂xn
=− (Ln)<0Wˆ
+, ~
∂Wˆ+
∂yn
= CnWˆ
+,
~
∂Wˆ−
∂xn
=BnWˆ
−, ~
∂Wˆ−
∂yn
= −(K−n)≥0Wˆ
−.
Let ξ(t, a) =
∑∞
n=1 tna
n. Define
W+(~, s;x, y) =Wˆ+(~, s;x, y)eξ(x,e
~∂s ) =
(
∞∑
n=0
w+n (~, s;x, y)e
−n~∂s
)
eξ(x,e
~∂s ),
(2.4)
W−(~, s;x, y) =Wˆ−(~, s;x, y)eξ(y,e
−~∂s ) =
(
∞∑
n=0
w−n (~, s;x, y)e
n~∂s
)
eξ(y,e
−~∂s ).
Then the system (2.3) is equivalent to
LW+ =W+e~∂s , KW− =W−e~∂s ,
~
∂W+
∂xn
=BnW
+, ~
∂W+
∂yn
= CnW
+,
~
∂W−
∂xn
=BnW
−, ~
∂W−
∂yn
= CnW
−.
Therefore
~
∂W+
∂xn
· (W+)−1 = ~
∂W−
∂xn
· (W−)−1,(2.5)
~
∂W+
∂yn
· (W+)−1 = ~
∂W−
∂yn
· (W−)−1.
This gives the bilinear identity
W+(~, s;x, y) · (W+)−1(~, s;x′, y′) =W−(~, s;x, y) · (W−)−1(~, s;x′, y′)
(2.6)
for all s, x, y, x′, y′. Let
(Wˆ+)−1(~, s;x, y) =
∞∑
n=0
e−n~∂sw+,∗n (~, s + ~;x, y),
(Wˆ−)−1(~, s;x, y) =
∞∑
n=0
en~∂sw−,∗n (~, s + ~;x, y),
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and introduce the wave functions w± and the dual wave functions w±,∗ by
w+(~, s;x, y;λ) =
(
∞∑
n=0
w+n (~, s;x, y)λ
−n
)
λs/~eξ(x,λ)/~(2.7)
= wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ)λs/~eξ(x,λ)/~,
w+,∗(~, s;x, y;λ) =
(
∞∑
n=0
w+,∗n (~, s;x, y)λ
−n
)
λ−s/~e−ξ(x,λ)/~
= wˆ+,∗(~, s;x, y;λ)λ−s/~e−ξ(x,λ)/~,
w−(~, s;x, y;λ) =
(
∞∑
n=0
w−n (~, s;x, y)λ
n
)
λs/~eξ(y,λ
−1)/~
= wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ)λs/~eξ(y,λ
−1)/~,
w−,∗(~, s;x, y;λ) =
(
∞∑
n=0
w−,∗n (~, s;x, y)λ
n
)
λ−s/~e−ξ(y,λ
−1)/~
= wˆ−,∗(~, s;x, y;λ)λ−s/~e−ξ(y,λ
−1)/~.
In terms of the wave functions and dual wave functions, the bilinear identity
(2.6) can be written in the residual form
Resλ
(
w+(~, s;x, y;λ)w+,∗(~, s′;x′, y′;λ)
)
(2.8)
=Resλ
(
w−(~, s;x, y;λ−1)w−,∗(~, s′;x′, y′;λ−1)λ−2
)
for all s, s′, x, x′, y, y′. Here for a power series β(λ) =
∑
n∈Z βnλ
n, Resλ(β(λ)) =
β−1.
On the other hand, we have
Proposition 2.1. If W+ and W− of the form (2.4) satisfy the system of
equations (2.5), then
~
∂W+
∂xn
=BnW
+, ~
∂W+
∂yn
= CnW
+,
~
∂W−
∂xn
=BnW
−, ~
∂W−
∂yn
= CnW
−;
and (L,K) defined by
L =W+e~∂s(W+)−1, K =W−e~∂s(W−)−1,
is a solution of the Toda lattice hierarchy.
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 1.5 in [13]. 
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3. Existence of Tau function
Using the bilinear identity (2.6), Ueno and Takasaki [10] proved that there
exists a tau function τ(~, s;x, y) such that
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ) =
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)
τ(~, s;x, y)
(3.1)
wˆ+,∗(~, s;x, y;λ) =
τ(~, s;x+ ~[λ−1], y)
τ(~, s;x, y)
wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ) =
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])
τ(~, s;x, y)
wˆ−,∗(~, s;x, y;λ) =
τ(~, s − ~;x, y + ~[λ])
τ(~, s;x, y)
.
Here [λ] =
(
λ, 12λ
2, 13λ
3, . . .
)
and wˆ±, wˆ±,∗ are defined in (2.7). As ~ → 0,
the function log τ(~, s;x, y) behaves as (see [10])
log τ(~, s;x, y) = ~−2F(s;x, y) +O(~−1)(3.2)
for some function F(s;x, y).
In this section, we recapitulate the proof of [13] along the line of the proof
of existence of tau function for KP hierarchy given by [3]. We define the
operators
G+(µ) = exp
(
−~
∞∑
n=1
µ−n
n
∂
∂xn
)
, G−(ν) = exp
(
−~
∞∑
n=1
νn
n
∂
∂yn
)(3.3)
and
d+ =
∞∑
n=1
dxn
∂
∂xn
, d− =
∞∑
n=1
dyn
∂
∂yn
, d = d+ + d−.
We are going to make use of the following identities:
1
(1− λη1)(1− λη2)
=
η1
η1 − η2
1
1− λη1
−
η2
η1 − η2
1
1− λη2
,(3.4)
Resλ
((
∞∑
n=0
αnλ
−n
)
1
(1− λζ−1)
)
= ζ
∞∑
n=1
αnζ
−n.
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First, we define
A+n (~; s;x, y) =Resλ

λn

− ∞∑
j=1
λ−j−1~
∂
∂xj
+
∂
∂λ

 log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ)

 ,
(3.5)
A−n (~; s;x, y) =− Resλ

λ−n

 ∞∑
j=1
λj−1~
∂
∂yj
+
∂
∂λ

 log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ)


ω =~−1
∞∑
n=1
A+n dxn + ~
−1
∞∑
n=1
A−n dyn = ω
+ + ω−,
and rewrite the bilinear identity (2.8) as
Resλ
(
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ)wˆ+,∗(~, s′;x′, y′;λ)λ(s−s
′)/~e(ξ(x,λ)−ξ(x
′,λ))/~
)(3.6)
=Resλ
(
wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ−1)wˆ−,∗(~, s′;x′, y′;λ−1)λ−2+((s
′−s)/~)e(ξ(y,λ)−ξ(y
′,λ))/~
)
.
We consider the following cases:
Case I. s′ = s, x′ = x− ~[µ−11 ]− ~[µ
−1
2 ], y
′ = y.
In this case, the bilinear identity (3.6) gives
Resλ
(
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ)wˆ+,∗(~, s;x− ~[µ−11 ]− ~[µ
−1
2 ], y;λ)
×
1
(1− λµ−11 )(1− λµ
−1
2 )
)
= 0.
Using the formulas in (3.4), this gives
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;µ1)G
+(µ1)G
+(µ2)wˆ
+,∗(~, s;x, y;µ1)(3.7)
=wˆ+(~, s;x, y;µ2)G
+(µ1)G
+(µ2)wˆ
+,∗(~, s;x, y;µ2).
Setting µ1 = λ and putting µ
−1
2 = 0, we have
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ)G+(λ)wˆ+,∗(~, s;x, y;λ) = 1(3.8)
or equivalently,
G+(λ)wˆ+,∗(~, s;x, y;λ) =
1
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ)
.(3.9)
Using this relation, (3.7) gives
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ1)
G+(λ2)wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ1)
=
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ2)
G+(λ1)wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ2)
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or equivalently,
log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ1)−G
+(λ2) log wˆ
+(~, s;x, y;λ1)(3.10)
= log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ2)−G
+(λ1) log wˆ
+(~, s;x, y;λ2).
Case II. s′ = s+ ~, x′ = x− ~[µ−1], y′ = y − ~[ν].
In this case, the bilinear identity (3.6) gives
Resλ
(
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ)wˆ+,∗(~, s+ ~;x− ~[µ−1], y − ~[ν];λ)λ−1
1
1− λµ−1
)
=Resλ
(
wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ−1)wˆ−,∗(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y − ~[ν];λ−1)λ−1
1
1− λν
)
.
Using the second formula in (3.4), this gives
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;µ)G+(µ)G−(ν)wˆ+,∗(~, s+ ~;x, y;µ)(3.11)
=wˆ−(~, s;x, y; ν)G+(µ)G−(ν)wˆ−,∗(~, s+ ~;x, y; ν).
Setting µ−1 = 0 and ν = λ, we obtain
wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ)G−(λ)wˆ−,∗(~, s + ~;x, y;λ) = 1.(3.12)
Equivalently,
G−(λ)wˆ−,∗(~, s;x, y;λ) =
1
wˆ−(~, s − ~;x, y;λ)
.(3.13)
Substituting (3.13) and (3.9) into (3.11), we have
wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ1)
G−(λ2)wˆ+(~, s + ~;x, y;λ1)
=
wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ2)
G+(λ1)wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ2)
,
or equivalently,
log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ1)−G
−(λ2) log wˆ
+(~, s+ ~;x, y;λ1)(3.14)
= log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ2)−G
+(λ1) log wˆ
−(~, s;x, y;λ2).
Case III. s′ = s+ 2~, x′ = x, y′ = y − ~[ν1]− ~[ν2].
In this case, the bilinear identity (3.6) gives
0 = Resλ
(
wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ−1)wˆ−,∗(~, s+ 2~;x, y − ~[ν1]− ~[ν2];λ
−1)
×
1
(1− λν1)(1− λν2)
)
.
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Using the formulas in (3.4), this gives
wˆ−(~, s;x, y; ν1)G
−(ν1)G
−(ν2)wˆ
−,∗(~, s + 2~;x, y; ν1)
=wˆ−(~, s;x, y; ν2)G
−(ν1)G
−(ν2)wˆ
−,∗(~, s + 2~;x, y; ν2).
Using (3.13), this gives
wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ1)
G−(λ2)wˆ−(~, s + ~;x, y;λ1)
=
wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ2)
G−(λ1)wˆ−(~, s + ~;x, y;λ2)
,
or equivalently,
log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ1)−G
−(λ2)wˆ
−(~, s + ~;x, y;λ1)(3.15)
= log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ2)−G
−(λ1) log wˆ
−(~, s + ~;x, y;λ2).
Now, using the definition (3.5) of ω+ and ω−, (3.10), (3.14) and (3.15)
give us respectively
ω+(~, s;x, y)−G+(λ)ω+(~, s;x, y) = −d+ log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ),(3.16)
ω−(~, s;x, y)−G+(λ)ω−(~, s;x, y) = −d− log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ),
ω+(~, s;x, y)−G−(λ)ω+(~, s + ~;x, y) = −d+ log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ),
ω−(~, s;x, y)−G−(λ)ω−(~, s + ~;x, y) = −d− log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ).
The first two equations and the last two equations give respectively
ω(~, s;x, y) −G+(λ)ω(~, s;x, y) = −d log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ),(3.17)
ω(~, s;x, y) −G−(λ)ω(~, s + ~;x, y) = −d log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ).
Setting λ = 0 in the second equation, we have
ω(~, s;x, y) − ω(~, s + ~;x, y) = −d logw−0 (~, s;x, y).(3.18)
Applying d again to both sides of the equations in (3.17) and equation (3.18)
, we obtain
dω(~, s;x, y) =G+(λ)dω(~, s;x, y),(3.19)
dω(~, s;x, y) =G−(λ)dω(~, s + ~;x, y),
dω(~, s;x, y) =dω(~, s + ~;x, y).
This implies that
dω(~, s;x, y) =
∑
n 6=0
∑
m6=0
amn(~)dtm ∧ dtn,(3.20)
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where tn = xn if n > 0 and tn = yn if n < 0; amn(~) are independent of x ,
y and s and anm = −amn. Therefore,
ω(~, s;x, y) =
∑
n 6=0

∑
m6=0
amn(~)tm

 dtn + dH(~, s;x, y)(3.21)
for some functionH(~, s;x, y). Substituting back into the equations in (3.17)
, we have
d log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ) =G+(λ)dH(~, s;x, y) − dH(~, s;x, y)
−
∑
n 6=0
(
∞∑
m=1
amn(~)
λ−m
m
)
dtn,
d log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ) =G−(λ)dH(~, s + ~;x, y)− dH(~, s;x, y)
−
∑
n 6=0
(
∞∑
m=1
a−m,n(~; s)
λm
m
)
dtn.
Therefore, for some functionsA(~, s;λ) =
∑∞
n=1An(~, s)λ
−n andB(~, s;λ) =∑∞
n=0Bn(~, s)λ
n independent of x, y, we have
log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ) =G+(λ)H(~, s;x, y) −H(~, s;x, y)(3.22)
−
∑
n 6=0
(
∞∑
m=1
amn(~)
λ−m
m
)
tn +A(~, s;λ),
log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ) =G−(λ)H(~, s + ~;x, y)−H(~, s;x, y)
−
∑
n 6=0
(
∞∑
m=1
a−m,n(~; s)
λm
m
)
tn +B(~, s;λ).
Substituting these back into equations (3.10), (3.14) and (3.15), we find that
∞∑
n=1
(
∞∑
m=1
amn(~)
λ−m1
m
)
λ−n2
n
=
∞∑
n=1
(
∞∑
m=1
amn(~)
λ−m2
m
)
λ−n1
n
,
∞∑
n=1
(
∞∑
m=1
am,−n(~)
λ−m1
m
)
λn2
n
+A(~, s;λ1)−A(~, s + ~;λ1)
=
∞∑
n=1
(
∞∑
m=1
a−m,n(~)
λm2
m
)
λ−n1
n
,
∞∑
n=1
(
∞∑
m=1
a−m,−n(~)
λm1
m
)
λn2
n
=
∞∑
n=1
(
∞∑
m=1
a−m,−n(~)
λm2
m
)
λn1
n
.
Comparing coefficients on both sides, we find that amn(~) = anm(~) for all
n 6= 0,m 6= 0. But since by definition anm(~) = −amn(~), we conclude that
amn(~) = 0 for all m 6= 0, n 6= 0. Hence from (3.20), we have dω(~, s;x, y) =
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0. Together with equation (3.18), we conclude that there exists a function
τ(~, s;x, y) such that
ω(~, s;x, y) = d log τ(~, s;x, y),
τ(~, s+ ~;x, y)
τ(~, s;x, y)
= w−0 (~, s;x, y).
(3.23)
We call τ(~, s;x, y) the tau function of Toda lattice hierarchy. Compare
with (3.21), we can take H = log τ . Then (3.22) gives us
log wˆ+(~, s;x, y;λ) =G+(λ) log τ(~, s;x, y)− log τ(~, s;x, y) +A(~, s;λ),
log wˆ−(~, s;x, y;λ) =G−(λ) log τ(~, s+ ~;x, y)− log τ(~, s;x, y) +B(~, s;λ).
Substituting this into the definition (3.5) of ω and using (3.23), we conclude
that A(~, s;λ) = B(~, s;λ) = 0. This gives the first and third equations in
(3.1). Equations (3.9) and (3.13) then give the second and fourth equations
in (3.1).
4. Fay-like Identities
In this section, we derive the Fay-like identities for Toda lattice hierarchy
from the bilinear identity.
Substituting the equations (3.1) into the bilinear identity (3.6), we obtain
the bilinear identity of Toda lattice hierarchy in terms of the tau function:
Resλ
(
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)τ(~, s′;x′ + ~[λ−1], y′)λ(s−s
′)/~e(ξ(x,λ)−ξ(x
′,λ))/~
)(4.1)
=Resλ
(
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ−1])τ(~, s′ − ~;x′, y′ + ~[λ−1])
× λ−2+((s
′−s)/~)e(ξ(y,λ)−ξ(y
′,λ))/~
)
.
We consider the following cases.
Case I. s′ = s+ ~, x′ = x− ~[µ−11 ]− ~[µ
−1
2 ], y
′ = y.
In this case, the bilinear identity (4.1) and formulas in (3.4) give us
µ−11
µ−11 − µ
−1
2
τ(~, s;x− ~[µ−11 ], y)τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ
−1
2 ], y)(4.2)
−
µ−12
µ−11 − µ
−1
2
τ(~, s;x− ~[µ−12 ], y)τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ
−1
1 ], y)
= τ(~, s+ ~;x, y)τ(~, s;x − ~[µ−11 ]− ~[µ
−1
2 ], y).
Case II. s′ = s+ ~, x′ = x, y′ = y − ~[ν1]− ~[ν2].
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In this case, the bilinear identity (4.1) and formulas in (3.4) give us
τ(~, s;x, y)τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν1]− ~[ν2])(4.3)
=
ν1
ν1 − ν2
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν1])τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν2])
−
ν2
ν1 − ν2
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν2])τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν1]).
Case III. s′ = s, x′ = x− ~[µ−1], y′ = y − ~[ν].
In this case, the bilinear identity (4.1) and formulas in (3.4) give us
µ
(
τ(~, s;x− ~[µ−1], y)τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])− τ(~; s;x, y)τ(~, s;x − ~[µ−1], y − ~[ν])
)(4.4)
=ντ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν])τ(~, s − ~;x− ~[µ−1], y).
Rearranging (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain
(A) µ1 − µ2
τ(~, s;x− ~[µ−11 ], y)τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ
−1
2 ], y)
τ(~, s;x− ~[µ−12 ], y)τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ
−1
1 ], y)
(4.5)
=(µ1 − µ2)
τ(~, s + ~;x, y)τ(~, s;x − ~[µ−11 ]− ~[µ
−1
2 ], y)
τ(~, s;x − ~[µ−12 ], y)τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ
−1
1 ], y)
,
(B) ν1 − ν2
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν2])τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν1])
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν1])τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν2])
=(ν1 − ν2)
τ(~, s;x, y)τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν1]− ~[ν2])
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν1])τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν2])
,
(C)
τ(~; s;x, y)τ(~, s;x − ~[µ−1], y − ~[ν])
τ(~, s;x− ~[µ−1], y)τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])
=1−
ν
µ
τ(~, s+ ~;x, y − ~[ν])τ(~, s − ~;x− ~[µ−1], y)
τ(~, s;x− ~[µ−1], y)τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])
.
We are going to prove in next section that these three identities alone are
enough to imply that τ(~, s;x, y) is a tau function of the Toda lattice hi-
erarchy. We are also going to prove in Section 6 that the dispersionless
limit of these identities are precisely the dispersionless Hirota equations of
dispersionless Toda (dToda) hierarchy [7, 15, 6, 16, 1, 11]. These should be
compared to the work of Takasaki and Takebe in the Appendix of [10], where
they showed that the differential Fay identity of KP hierarchy is equivalent to
the KP hierarchy, and the dispersionless limit of the differential Fay identity
is the dispersionless Hirota equation of KP hierarchy [10, 4, 2]. Therefore
we call the identities (A)–(C) in (4.5) the Fay-like identities of Toda lattice
hierarchy.
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Remark 4.1. In [16], Zabrodin has written down an equivalent form of the
identities (A) and (B) for a sector of the Toda lattice hierarchy where the
variables xn, yn, n ∈ N are complex variables satisfying yn = −x¯n.
5. Equivalence of Fay-like identities to the Toda Lattice
hierarchy
In this section, we are going to show that the Fay-like identities (4.5) are
equivalent to the Toda lattice hierarchy. More precisely, we have
Proposition 5.1. If τ(~, s;x, y) is a function that satisfies the Fay-like iden-
tities (4.5), then τ(~, s;x, y) is a tau function of the Toda lattice hierarchy.
Proof. Given the function τ(~, s;x, y) that satisfies the Fay-like identities
(4.5), we define the functions
w˜+(~, s;x, y;λ) =
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)
τ(~, s;x, y)
eξ(x,λ)
=
(
∞∑
n=0
w+n (~, s;x, y)λ
−n
)
eξ(x,λ),
w˜−(~, s;x, y;λ) =
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])
τ(~, s;x, y)
eξ(y,λ
−1)
=
(
∞∑
n=0
w−n (~, s;x, y)λ
n
)
eξ(y,λ
−1),
and define the operators W±(~, s;x, y) by (2.4), with w±n (~, s;x, y) defined
by the formulas above. We are going to show that W± satisfy the system
of equations (2.5). Then by Proposition 2.1, W± are the dressing operators
of Toda lattice hierarchy. This implies that τ(~, s;x, y) is a tau function of
the Toda lattice hierarchy.
We define the functions w±, v± by
w
+(~, s;x, y;λ) =
w˜+(~, s;x, y;λ)
w−0 (~, s;x, y)
=
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)
τ(~, s + ~;x, y)
eξ(x,λ),(5.1)
w
−(~, s;x, y;λ) =
w˜−(~, s;x, y;λ)
w−0 (~, s;x, y)
=
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])
τ(~, s + ~;x, y)
eξ(y,λ
−1),
v+(~, s;x, y;λ) =λ−1
w
+(~, s;x, y;λ)
w
+(~, s + ~;x, y;λ)
=
∞∑
n=1
v+n (~, s;x, y)λ
−n,
v−(~, s;x, y;λ) =λ
w˜−(~, s;x, y;λ)
w˜−(~, s − ~;x, y;λ)
=
∞∑
n=1
v−n (~, s;x, y)λ
n,
and the operators X[µ], Y [ν] by
X[µ] = 1−G+(µ), Y [ν] = 1−G−(ν),
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where the operators G± are defined by (3.3). It is easy to verify that
~
∞∑
n=1
µ−n
n
∂
∂xn
=
∞∑
n=1
X[µ]n
n
, ~
∞∑
n=1
νn
n
∂
∂yn
=
∞∑
n=1
Y [ν]n
n
.(5.2)
Applying X[µ] to w± and Y [ν] to w˜±, we obtain respectively the following
results:
I.
X[µ]w+(~, s;x, y;λ)
=
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)
τ(~, s + ~;x, y)
eξ(x,λ) −
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1]− ~[µ−1], y)
τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y)
eξ(x,λ)
(
1−
λ
µ
)
=w+(~, s;x, y;λ)
(
1−
µ− λ
µ
τ(~, s + ~;x, y)τ(~, s;x − ~[λ−1]− ~[µ−1], y)
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y)
)
.
By (A) of (4.5), this is equal to
λ
µ
w
+(~, s;x, y;λ)
τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[λ−1], y)τ(~, s;x − ~[µ−1], y)
τ(~, s;x − ~[λ−1], y)τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y)
=
λ
µ
w
+(~, s;x, y;λ)
w
+(~, s + ~;x, y;λ)w+(~, s;x, y;µ)
w
+(~, s + ~;x, y;µ)w+(~, s;x, y;λ)
=v+(~, s;x, y;µ)λw+(~, s + ~;x, y;λ).
II.
X[µ]w−(~, s;x, y;λ)
=
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])
τ(~, s+ ~;x, y)
eξ(y,λ
−1) −
τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y − ~[λ])
τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y)
eξ(y,λ
−1)
=w−(~, s;x, y;λ)
(
1−
τ(~, s + ~;x, y)τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y − ~[λ])
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y)
)
.
By (C) of (4.5), this is equal to
λ
µ
w−(~, s;x, y;λ)
τ(~, s + 2~;x, y − ~[λ])τ(~, s;x − ~[µ−1], y)
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])τ(~, s + ~;x− ~[µ−1], y)
=
λ
µ
w−(~, s;x, y;λ)
w
−(~, s + ~;x, y;λ)w+(~, s;x, y;µ)
w
−(~, s;x, y;λ)w+(~, s + ~;x, y;µ)
=v+(~, s;x, y;µ)λw−(~, s + ~;x, y;λ).
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III.
Y [ν]w˜+(~, s;x, y;λ)
=
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)
τ(~, s;x, y)
eξ(x,λ) −
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y − ~[ν])
τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])
eξ(x,λ)
=w˜+(~, s;x, y;λ)
(
1−
τ(~, s;x, y)τ(~, s;x − ~[λ−1], y − ~[ν])
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])
)
=
ν
λ
w˜+(~, s;x, y;λ)
τ(~, s − ~;x− ~[λ−1], y)τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν])
τ(~, s;x− ~[λ−1], y)τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])
=
ν
λ
w˜+(~, s;x, y;λ)
w˜+(~, s− ~;x, y;λ)w˜−(~, s;x, y; ν)
w˜+(~, s;x, y;λ)w˜−(~, s − ~;x, y; ν)
=v−(~, s;x, y; ν)λ−1w˜+(~, s− ~;x, y;λ).
IV.
Y [ν]w˜−(~, s;x, y;λ)
=
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])
τ(~, s;x, y)
eξ(y,λ
−1)
−
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ]− ~[ν])
τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])
eξ(y,λ
−1)
(
1−
ν
λ
)
=w˜−(~, s;x, y;λ)
(
1−
τ(~, s;x, y)τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ]− ~[ν])
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])
λ− ν
λ
)
.
By (B) of (4.5), this is equal to
ν
λ
w˜−(~, s;x, y;λ)
τ(~, s;x, y − ~[λ])τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[ν])
τ(~, s + ~;x, y − ~[λ])τ(~, s;x, y − ~[ν])
=
ν
λ
w˜−(~, s;x, y;λ)
w˜−(~, s − ~;x, y;λ)w˜−(~, s;x, y; ν)
w˜−(~, s;x, y;λ)w˜−(~, s − ~;x, y; ν)
=v−(~, s;x, y; ν)λ−1w˜−(~, s − ~;x, y;λ).
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Applying X[µ] again to I and II we have
X[µ]2w±(~, s;x, y;λ)
=
(
X[µ]v+(~, s;x, y;µ)
)
(λe~∂s)w±(~, s;x, y;λ)
+
(
G(µ)v+(~, s;x, y;µ)
)
(λe~∂s)
(
X[µ]w±(~, s;x, y;λ)
)
=
((
X[µ]v+(~, s;x, y;µ)
)
(λe~∂s)
+
(
G(µ)v+(~, s;x, y;µ)
)
v+(~, s + ~;x, y;µ)(λe~∂s)2
)
w
±(~, s;x, y;λ)
=
(
q2,1(~, s;x, y;µ)(λe
~∂s ) + q2,2(~, s;x, y;µ)(λe
~∂s )2
)
w
±(~, s;x, y;λ).
Since as µ→∞, v+(~, s;x, y;µ) = O(µ−1), we have
q2,1(~, s;x, y;µ) = X[µ]v
+(~, s;x, y;µ) = O(µ−1),
q2,2(~, s;x, y;µ) =
(
G(µ)v+(~, s;x, y;µ)
)
v+(~, s + ~;x, y;µ) = O(µ−2).
By induction, we find that
X[µ]nw±(~; s;x, y;λ) =
n∑
k=1
qn,k(~, s;x, y;µ)(λe
~∂s )kw±(~; s;x, y;λ),
where qn,k(~, s;x, y;µ) is a power series in µ
−1, containing µj with j ≤ −k.
Similarly, from III and IV, we have
Y [ν]nw˜±(~; s;x, y;λ) =
n∑
k=1
rn,k(~, s;x, y; ν)(λ
−1e−~∂s)kw˜±(~; s;x, y;λ),
where rn,k(~, s;x, y; ν) is a power series in ν, containing ν
j with j ≥ k.
Consequently, we obtain from (5.2) that
~
∞∑
n=1
µ−n
n
∂w±(~, s;x, y;λ)
∂xn
=
∞∑
n=1
µ−n
n
Qn(~, s;x, y;λe
~∂s)w±(~, s;x, y;λ),
(5.3)
~
∞∑
n=1
νn
n
∂w˜±(~, s;x, y;λ)
∂yn
=
∞∑
n=1
νn
n
Rn(~, s;x, y; (λe
~∂s)−1)w˜±(~, s;x, y;λ),
where Qn(~, s;x, y; Λ) and Rn(~, s;x, y; Λ) are order n–polynomials in Λ
without constant term. Define
W˜±(~, s;x, y) = w−0 (~, s;x, y)
−1W±(~, s;x, y).
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Using the definition (2.4) ofW±(~, s;x, y), and the fact that for any function
A(~, s;x, y)(
e~∂s
(
A(~, s;x, y)en~∂s
))∣∣∣
e~∂s=λ
=
(
A(~, s+ ~;x, y)e(n+1)~∂s
)∣∣∣
e~∂s=λ
=(λe~∂s) (A(~, s;x, y)λn) ,
we obtain by comparing coefficients in (5.3) that
~
∂W˜±(~, s;x, y)
∂xn
=Qn(~, s;x, y; e
~∂s)W˜±(~, s;x, y)
~
∂W±(~, s;x, y)
∂yn
=Rn(~, s;x, y; e
~∂s)W˜±(~, s;x, y).
These give
~
∂W˜+
∂xn
· (W˜+)−1 = ~
∂W˜−
∂xn
· (W˜−)−1,(5.4)
~
∂W+
∂yn
· (W+)−1 = ~
∂W−
∂yn
· (W−)−1.
Finally, we have from the first equation,
~
∂W+
∂xn
· (W+)−1 =~
∂w−0
∂xn
(w−0 )
−1 + w−0
∂W˜+
∂xn
· (W˜+)−1(w−0 )
−1
=~
∂w−0
∂xn
(w−0 )
−1 + w−0
∂W˜−
∂xn
· (W˜−)−1(w−0 )
−1
=~
∂W−
∂xn
· (W−)−1.
Together with the second equation of (5.4) give (2.5). This concludes the
proof. 
6. Dispersionless limit of Fay-like identities
In this section, we show that the dispersionless limit (~ → 0) of the
Fay-like identities (4.5) are the dispersionless Hirota equations of dToda
hierarchy. First we review some facts about dToda hierarchy.
6.1. Dispersionless Toda Hierarchy. By taking the dispersionless limit
(~→ 0) of the Toda lattice hierarchy (2.1), we obtain the Lax representation
of the dToda hierarchy [9, 10]:
∂L
∂xn
= {Bn,L},
∂L
∂yn
= {Cn,L},(6.1)
∂K
∂xn
= {Bn,K},
∂K
∂yn
= {Cn,K}.
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Here L = L(p; s;x, y) and K = K(p; s;x; y) are formal power series in the
variable p, such that L and K−1 have the form
L = L(p; s;x, y) =p+
∞∑
n=0
u+n+1,0(s;x, y)p
−n,
K−1 = K(p; s;x, y)−1 =u−0,0(s;x, y)p
−1 +
∞∑
n=0
u−n+1,0(s;x, y)p
n,
obtained by replacing the operator e~∂s by p and taking the limit ~→ 0 in
the definition of L and K in (2.2). Bn and Cn are defined by
Bn = (L
n)≥0, Cn = (K
−n)<0,
where now for a power series A =
∑
n∈ZAnp
n and a subset S of Z, we define
AS =
∑
n∈S Anp
n. { · , · } is the Poisson bracket
{f, g} = p
∂f
∂p
∂g
∂s
− p
∂f
∂s
∂g
∂p
of dToda hierarchy. The function F(s;x, y) defined by (3.2) as the leading
term in the expansion of log τ(~, s;x, y) with respect to ~, is called the free
energy of the dToda hierarchy. The tau function of dToda hierarchy τdToda is
then defined as τdToda = expF . It satisfies the dispersionless Hirota equation
of dToda hierarchy, which is the following set of equations [7, 15, 6, 16, 1, 11]:
z1 exp
(
−
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2 log τdToda
∂s∂xn
z−n1
)
− z2 exp
(
−
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2 log τdToda
∂s∂xn
z−n2
)(6.2)
=(z1 − z2) exp
(
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=1
1
mn
∂2 log τdToda
∂xm∂xn
z−m1 z
−n
2
)
,
z−11 exp
(
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2 log τdToda
∂s∂yn
zn1
)
− z−12 exp
(
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2 log τdToda
∂s∂yn
zn2
)(6.3)
=(z−11 − z
−2
2 ) exp
(
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=1
1
mn
∂2 log τdToda
∂ym∂yn
zm1 z
n
2
)
,
1− z1z
−1
2 exp
(
∂2F
∂s2
−
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2 log τdToda
∂s∂yn
zn1 +
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2 log τdToda
∂s∂xn
z−n2
)(6.4)
= exp
(
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=1
1
mn
∂2 log τdToda
∂ym∂xn
zm1 z
−n
2
)
.
It was shown in [1, 4, 2, 11] that this set of equations is equivalent to the
dToda hierarchy.
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6.2. Dispersionless limit of Fay-like identities. Making use of the be-
havior of τ(~, s;x, y) as ~→ 0 given by (3.2), it is easy to show that
Proposition 6.1. The dispersionless limits of the Fay-like identities (A)–
(C) in (4.5) are the equations (6.2)–(6.4) respectively.
Proof. Using the operator G± defined by (3.3), and by a suitable renaming
of the variables, we rewrite (A)–(C) in (4.5) as
(A′) z1 − z2 exp
((
e~∂s − 1
)(
G+(z2)−G
+(z1)
)
log τ(~, s;x, y)
)
=(z1 − z2) exp
((
e~∂s −G+(z2)
)(
1−G+(z1)
)
log τ(~, s;x, y)
)
,
(B′) z−12 − z
−1
1 exp
((
e~∂s − 1
)(
G−(z2)−G
−(z1)
)
log τ(~, s;x, y)
)
=(z−12 − z
−1
1 ) exp
((
1− e~∂sG−(z1)
)(
1−G−(z2)
)
log τ(~, s;x, y)
)
,
(C′) exp
((
1−G+(z2)
)(
1−G−(z1)
)
log τ(~, s;x, y)
)
=1− z1z
−1
2 exp
((
e~∂s − 1
)(
G−(z1)− e
−~∂sG+(z2)
)
log τ(~, s;x, y)
)
.
Since as ~→ 0,
G+(µ) = exp
(
−~
∞∑
n=1
µ−n
n
∂
∂xn
)
= 1− ~
∞∑
n=1
µ−n
n
∂
∂xn
+O(~2),
G−(ν) = exp
(
−~
∞∑
n=1
νn
n
∂
∂yn
)
= 1− ~
∞∑
n=1
νn
n
∂
∂yn
+O(~2),
we have (
e~∂s − 1
)(
G+(z2)−G
+(z1)
)
=~2
∂
∂s
(
∞∑
n=1
z−n1
n
∂
∂xn
−
∞∑
n=1
z−n2
n
∂
∂xn
)
+O(~3),
(
e~∂s −G+(z2)
)(
1−G+(z1)
)
=~2
(
∂
∂s
+
∞∑
n=1
z−n2
n
∂
∂xn
)
∞∑
n=1
z−n1
n
∂
∂xn
+O(~3),
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(
e~∂s − 1
)(
G−(z2)−G
−(z1)
)
= ~2
∂
∂s
(
∞∑
n=1
zn1
n
∂
∂yn
−
∞∑
n=1
zn2
n
∂
∂yn
)
+O(~3),
(
1− e~∂sG−(z1)
)(
1−G−(z2)
)
= ~2
(
∞∑
n=1
zn1
n
∂
∂yn
−
∂
∂s
)
∞∑
n=1
zn2
n
∂
∂yn
+O(~3),
(
1−G+(z2)
)(
1−G−(z1)
)
=
∞∑
n=1
z−n2
n
∂
∂xn
∞∑
n=1
zn1
n
∂
∂yn
+O(~3),
(
e~∂s − 1
)(
G−(z1)− e
−~∂sG+(z2)
)
=~2
∂
∂s
(
∂
∂s
−
∞∑
n=1
zn1
n
∂
∂yn
+
∞∑
n=1
z−n2
n
∂
∂xn
)
+O(~3).
Therefore, using the behavior of τ(~, s;x, y) given by (3.2), we find that as
~→ 0, (A′)—(C′) give
(A′′) z1 − z2 exp
(
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2F
∂s∂xn
z−n1 −
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2F
∂s∂xn
z−n2
)
=exp
(
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2F
∂s∂xn
z−n1 +
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=1
1
mn
∂2F
∂xm∂xn
z−m1 z
−n
2
)
,
(B′′) z−12 − z
−1
1 exp
(
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2F
∂s∂yn
zn1 −
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2F
∂s∂yn
zn2
)
=exp
(
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=1
1
mn
∂2F
∂ym∂yn
zm1 z
n
2 −
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2F
∂s∂yn
zn2
)
,
(C′′) exp
(
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=1
1
mn
∂2F
∂ym∂xn
zm1 z
−n
2
)
=1− z1z
−1
2 exp
(
∂2F
∂s2
−
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2F
∂s∂yn
zn1 +
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∂2F
∂s∂xn
z−n2
)
.
After simple manipulations, it it easy to see that this set of equations give
the equations (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) respectively. 
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